White-box testing is a critical validation technique commonly used to examine if a unit under the test works as expected. However, students taking software testing related courses often find that studying and practicing white-box testing technique is tedious and error prone, e.g., manually derived paths for a given coverage. In this paper, we demonstrate an automated testing visualization tool to help software engineering students study white-box testing technique. First, we use Java bytecode to represent the Java method source code so that a compound condition can be decomposed to several simple predicates. The control structure of the bytecode is depicted by a program graph. To visualize the program graph and generated paths for a given coverage, we extend a force-directed graph auto-layout algorithm to compute the positions of vertices and edges of the program graph. The visualization tool is used to demonstrate the control structures of several legacy programs. The empirical study (includes three subjects) results show that the average number missing and incorrect test cases drops from 16% to 5.8% when the tool is utilized for generating test cases.
Introduction
Software engineering, as an emerging discipline, has been distinguished from computer science. There are 22 ABET [1] and 101 Department of Education's recognized institutes in U.S [2] offering a bachelor degree program in software engineering. In addition to the traditional needs of preparing graduates to analyze, design and implement systems, both organizations indicate that software engineering curriculum must prepare graduates to validate software systems.
White-box testing is a critical validation technique commonly used by software testers to examine if their unit code works as expected. White-box testing requires testers generating test paths for a given test criterion. However, students taking software testing related courses often find that learning and practicing white-box testing is tedious and error prone due to the nature of the testing process. The testing process for white-box testing usually consists of three key activities: (1) convert source code to a program graph, (2) generate paths for a given test criterion, e.g., decision coverage, and (3) verify the correctness of generated paths and the total number of paths generated. It is hard for students to derive and verify correct paths from unit under testing manually based on a variety of test coverages.
Developing such an automated testing tool is a challenging task. Two critical issues need to be taken into consideration: (1) how to construct a program graph and handle compound conditions automatically. Compound condition consists of multiple simple conditions, e.g., (a>b) && (b>c) contains two simple predicates a>b and b>c. Compound conditions need to be recognized automatically so that different paths can be derived from a program graph based on decision, condition, and multi-condition coverages; (2) program graphs is essentially a graph auto-layout problem, which arranges the positions of each vertex and edge of a graph automatically. However, existing graph auto-layout algorithms do not address the problem of positioning source and sink vertices of a program graph. These special vertices often are positioned on top and at the bottom of the graph, respectively.
To address these issues, we use Java byte code to represent the Java source code so that a compound condition can be decomposed to several simple predicates. To arrange the positions of vertices and edges in a given program graph, including source and sink vertices, we have extended a force-directed graph auto-layout algorithm by introducing an additional force, i.e., a gravity force. We successfully implement a teaching tool based on our approach. We demonstrate our tool using several legacy programs, including Triangle program, Commission program, Zodiac program etc.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic definitions with a running example. Section 3 demonstrates the program graph visualizer. Section 4 shows learning outcomes assessment. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Program Graph

A Running Example
We use the classical Zodiac problem [3] as a running example to illustrate how the teaching tool has been developed to visualize white-box testing to enhance students' learning experience. All predicates of if statements in Zodiac problem are compound conditions. A compound condition can be decomposed into single predicates in Java bytecode, which will be addressed in Section 3.3. Java bytecode is the instruction set of the Java virtual machine. Java source code needs to be compiled into bytecode in order to be executable. Java bytecode is a stack-oriented language, which pops data (operand) from the top of the stack and pushes data back on the top of Page 26.42.3 the stack. The stack is commonly referred to as an operand stack [4] . For example, the bytecode instruction if_icmpne n pops the top two integers off the stack and compares them. If the two integers are not equal, execution branches to the instruction line n. The two integer values are pre-loaded from a local variable table using iconst or iload instructions. To facilitate the discussion, the bytecode of Zodiac instructions is shown below. Table I . Zodiac Byte code Instructions
iload 2 [7] bipush 21
Note that the operand of iload points to the index of the local variable To construct a bytecode program graph for a given method, the instructions of a method need to be divided into program blocks to where the control flow may change. A block marker is the first instruction in these blocks.
(Definition 1: Block Markers) A Java method M consists of a sequence of bytecode instructions represented by numbered IDs from 1 to n. Block markers of M is represented by L ={l| l is the start of an instruction to where the control flow may change, l < n}. Block markers are often organized in an ascending order. Formally, a block l is defined as:
Where ifXXX and invokeXXX represent instructions start with if and invoke. They are referred to as if and invoke statements in the rest of paper, respectively. Note that formulas (c) and (d) the starting and end markers. For example, for a given instruction [5] (i.e., if_icmpne 9), the next discovered block markers are {5, 6, 9} based on formula (a) and (b). Zodiac program bytecode instructions are divided into 28 segments shown in Table I based on the definition of block markers. The dashed lines are the visual representing of block markers used for dividing instructions into instruction segments. The IDs of instructions under the dashed lines are block markers.
(Definition 2: Bytecode Program Graph)
A bytecode program graph of a Java method M is a 5-tuple G(V, E, s, t, e), where G'(V, E) is a simple digraph. The vertex set V = Vs ⋃ Vc and Vs and Vc represent statement and control blocks (i.e., blocks contain statements or control statements) in M, respectively. The edge set E represents the flow of controls between statement and control blocks in M, i.e., E ⊆ {Vs →Vc ∪ Vc * →Vs} where d is a predicate decision with either True or false value. s is a start vertex represents the entry point of M and t is a termination vertex represents the exit point of M. e contains one edge e1=s →V and a set of edges e2 ⊆ {v →t}. It indicates that a program only has one incoming edge and may have a set of e2 if it has multiple return statements.
Construct Bytecode Program Graphs
Constructing a program graph G(V, E, s, t, e) mainly is to (1) identify vertices V and (2) identify edges E for a given method M.
Step 1: Identify vertices. There exists a one-to-one mapping relation between vertices and program blocks. The type of the vertices is based on if the marker is a control statement in a program block. For example, blocks 2 and 18 are control vertices because their marker are either if Page 26.42.5
or goto control statements. Note that control statements, i.e., if and goto, are associated with destination markers l ∈ L to where the control should be redirected. To determine the destination in terms of block, a mapping function is needed to find a block for the given marker.
Step 2: Identify edges. The execution flow of method M is a sequential order of all the blocks start with markers L unless a block is a control block. If a control block is an unconditional control block, such as goto l, it redirects the execution flow to the new block starting with l. In case the control block contains a condition control block, e.g., if l statement, it redirects the execution flow to the new block starting with l and next separating marker in L as well. The latter indicates that the conditional statement can be evaluated either as true or false. The algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm:
Identifying Edges E Inputs: L: a set of markers Outputs: E: a set of edges
If l is a conditional control block and l is the last marker l' ← next l v2 ← f(l') E ← E ∪ e (v1, v2)
End if End for return E End procedure
To construct a complete program graph, we need to (1) add the source and sink vertices s, t to a program graph, (2) add an edge(s, f(l)) from the source vertex to the vertex containing the first marker, and add edges e from return statements to the sink. The function f(l) determines v for a given marker l ∈ L. The edges are defined as e = {(f(l), t) | where l is a return statement}. The program graph of Zodiac program is shown in Figure 1 . Vertices 0 and 29 are the source and sink. e= {(0, 1) (28, 29)}, which represent the edges connected to source and sink vertices, respectively. 
A Program Graph Visualizer
A Program Graph Visualizer (PGV) is responsible for determining the layout of a program graph automatically. A PGV needs to address three issues: 1) how to calculate the layout of a program graph as a normal graph, 2) how to position source and sink vertices, and 3) how to determine loops and jumps.
Visualizing A Program Graph as A Normal Graph
Force-directed algorithms are the most flexible and popular algorithms for calculating layouts of simple undirected graphs. These algorithms calculate the layout of a graph using only information contained within the structure of the graph itself. For a given directed graph G = {V, E}, these force-directed algorithms model edges as springs and vertices as charged particles. Springs represent attractive forces based on Hooke's law, which are used to attract pairs of connected vertices towards to each other. Charged particles represent repulsive forces based on Coulomb's law, which are used to separate all pairs of vertices. Force is represented in a vector, which includes magnitude and direction. Force-directed algorithm starts with assigning a random position for each vertex. Then, each vertex calculates attractive and repulsive forces applied to Page 26.42.7
them and moves to a new position. The calculating and moving activities repeat until the graph reaches equilibrium states. In equilibrium states for a given graph, edges tend to have uniform length because of the spring forces, and nodes that are not connected by an edge tend to be drawn further apart because of the electrical repulsion. Figure 2 shows the automated layout calculation with two forces applied to the program graph of Zodiac problem. Vertices in Figure 
Positioning Source and Sink Vertices
The bytecode program graph G = {V, E, s, t, e} has two additional vertices, source and sink vertices, referred as s and t , respectively. A source vertex is a vertex with in-degree of zero, while a sink vertex is a vertex with out-degree of zero. The program graph of an empty function, i.e., a function without any statements consists of V = {s, t} and E = {(s, t)}.
Unlike the layout solution shown in Figure 2 , traditionally, all vertices of a program graph are arranged in the form of top-to-bottom where s and t are placed on the top and bottom positions, respectively. In order to rearrange s and t in Figure 2 , the third force, named Earth Gravitational Force, is added to formula (1). The gravity of Earth, denoted as : 3/ , refers to the acceleration that the Earth impacts to objects on or near its surface.
The Earth Gravitational Force is defined as:
Where m is the mass of the vertex and g is the gravitational content.
The extended formula for handling source and sink vertices is defined as:
. 
Learning Outcomes Assessment
The objectives of the learning outcomes assessment aim at answering the following two questions:
1. How and to what extent can the visualization tool help students improve their test cases? i.e., we are interested in investigating if students can improve their test sets to improve the condition coverage. 2. What are the student feedback regarding the tool?
Three programs are chosen to evaluate our approach and answer the two questions. These programs include the Triangle program, the NextDate program [3] , and the Vending Machine program [11] . The NextDate program simply computes the next date for a given date. The Vending Machine program is a classical job-interview question for software testing positions. The size of three programs (in Java and Jimple) and the number of predicates are listed in Table III . The three programs cover different number of Jimple predicates, which can be categorized into 3 groups: small (8), median (19), and large (41).
